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ABSTRACT 

 

Ayu Ani Indrian Syafitri. 1702050007. An Analysis of Persuasive Strategies 

Used in Slogan Woman Cosmetic Produscts “WARDAH” Advertisement on 

Fecebook, Skripsi. English Education Program of the Faculty of the Teacher 

Training and Education, Universitas Muhammadiyah Sumatera Utara. 

Medan. 2023. 

 

This research dealth with the use of An Analysis of Persuasive Strategies Used in 

Slogan Woman Cosmetic Products Wardah Advertisement on Facebook. The 

objectives were to find out the types of Persuasive Strategies used in slogan of 

Wardah cosmetic and describe the way apply Persuasive Strategies in slogan of 

Wardah woman cosmetic advertisement on facebook. Qualitative research is 

applied to analyze the data. The research used text soure of data was the text in the 

slogan of the advertisement of Wardah product in the Persuasive of statements 

and phrase. The result of the research was seven types of Persuasive Strategies: 

Rationalization 12 data, identification 10 data, suggestion 10 data, conformity 4 

data, compensation 6 data, displacement 5 data, and projection 3 data. The way to 

apply Persuasive Strategies (the way persuade consumer) were: ethos (the way 

how to convince the audience that they are a credible source), pathos (The way 

how to attract sympathy or appeal to the audience) and logos (The way how to cite 

facts so that the audience believes in the information conveyed). 

 

Keyword: Persuasive Strategies, Slogan Advertisement, Wardah 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. The Background of The Study 

Language is one important thing between human relations. Humans are social 

creatures who cannot live alone and always have to interact with other people. 

They use language in everyday life to communicate with other people. One of the 

ways that people use to communicate with one another is persuasion. Persuasion 

is defined as the process of changing and affirming the attitudes, beliefs, values, 

or behavior of others (Kubro & Suyitno, 2019:296). The process of persuading 

someone to change their mind, views, values, or behavior is known as persuasion. 

Persuasive language is a type of communication which is intended to persuade 

someone to do or believe something (Losi & Rosida, 2022:55). It also encourages 

others to share and agree with your point of view. According to Yuliah et al., 

(2021:67), persuasive language is a text that invites or influences someone or the 

reader to follow the writer's feelings. 

Many people use persuasive language or strategies in their daily lives. People 

usually use persuasive strategies to persuade others to share their feelings or 

opinions on a subject. Persuasive strategies can be found in magazines, political 

campaigns, public speeches, products, and even advertisements. It is fascinating 

when people are drawn in by language presented in advertisements or elsewhere 

through advertisements, language can influence what people think or feel, 

influencing their decision to buy something. 
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Advertising products offered are generally products that are often needed 

every day, such as food, medicine, clothing, and others. However, advertisers are 

now preparing various products as a solution to fulfill tertiary needs. This was 

inspired by advertisers from the changing lifestyles of a growing society, 

especially urban areas. These changes can be seen in aspects of technology, 

culture, industry, and others. Therefore, advertisements tend to focus on target 

consumers who have a high involvement with the products advertised (Widyanto, 

2018:34). 

Advertising is primarily about amplifying the brand image of present day 

customers, discovering new customers and positively impacting clients attitude. 

Advertising aims to attract customers' attention, make and persuade consumers to 

buy the product. In another words, advertising is a way to get consumers 

interested in the form of writing, images, sounds and is intended to persuade 

consumers. In making advertisements, advertisers want techniques to influence 

and persuade consumers. 

The language of persuasion is most important for a successful advertising 

campaign. To market the product, the use of language should sincerely be 

understood with the aid of the opponents because through language the intent in 

the mind can be channeled properly and its meaning can be easily accepted by the 

opponent. Advertising uses social imagery and appeals to people’s psychological 

and physical needs Atmaja (2022:56). 
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The use of slogans in advertisements has increased so considerably that is a 

very large proportion of today’s advertising and in advertising slogans. 

Advertising slogans are considered as an attractive means which offer novelty for 

a product. Short, simple and lack of complex grammatical structure are the 

characteristics of appropriate slogans used via institutions, so that they are well 

understood with the aid of readers. In different words, the slogan have to contain a 

language pattern consisting of easy-to-remember words to bring the message so 

that it is effortlessly remembered by means of customers. The thinking in the 

slogan is a device that helps clients to identify the brand. The producers can create 

an interesting word in order to get many customers. The producer uses persuasive 

strategies to make it more interesting (Luo et al., 2021:198). 

When promoting products, the beauty of advertising makes various sorts of 

strategies to persuade consumers. “Feel the beauty” and “Beauty moves you” are 

the examples of Wardah’s slogan. This slogan is popular among teenagers 

because Wardah products are well-known as best products which are consumed 

by many women since teenagers and adults. The slogan is also made by using 

strategies to make consumers interested with their product, so that the consumers 

want to buy their products. 

Wardah is a company under Paragon Technology and Innovation company 

which was set up on 28 February 1985 with the initial name of PT. Pusaka 

Culture. The organization was renamed PT. Paragon Technology and Innovation 

in 2011. The agency was founded through married couple, Drs. H. Subakat Hadi, 

M.Sc and Dra. Hj. Nurhayati Subakat, Apt. PT. Paragon Technology and 
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Innovation carry out its beauty production procedure at a manufacturing facility 

located in the industrial region of Jatake, the industrial avenue of Raya IV block 

AG No 4 Tangerang (Devi, 2020:15). 

The slogan of Wardah cosmetics which is so popular is “Inspiring Beauty” 

which means always believing in beauty that inspires. This slogan has been used 

in Wardah cosmetics since 1995. This slogan is usually listed in mass media 

advertisements such as television, radio, newspapers, magazines and also media 

socials. 

The popularity of that slogan becomes the reason for the researcher to conduct 

a research related to persuasive strategies in slogan advertisements. Since 

everything can be taken from digital media, so the researcher decides to take all of 

Wardah slogans that related to persuasive strategies from its official account on 

Facebook. 

The researcher uses some theories related to seven types of persuasive 

strategies, namely rationalization, identification, suggestion, suitability, 

compensation, displacement and projection (Keraf, 2017:66). The researcher also 

uses Aristotle’s theory (1954) about how to persuade consumers through ethos, 

pathos and logos. Therefore, this research aims to determine the types of 

persuasive strategies and their meaning which are used in slogans of Wardah 

cosmetic product advertisement on Facebook. 
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B. The Identification of The Problem 

The problem of this research could be identified as follows: 

1. People did not know what types of persuasive strategies used in slogans of 

Wardah cosmetic product advertisement on Facebook. 

2. People did not know how to apply persuasive strategies in slogans of Wardah 

cosmetic product advertisement on Facebook. 

 

C. The Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this research focuses on the communication strategy and it is 

limited in persuasive strategies in advertisement. 

 

D. The Formulation of The Study 

1. What are the types of persuasive strategies used in slogans of Wardah woman 

cosmetic product advertisement on Facebook? 

2. How are the persuasive strategies used in slogans of Wardah woman cosmetic 

product advertisement on Facebook? 

 

E. The Objective of The Study 

1. To find out the types of persuasive strategies used in slogans of Wardah 

woman cosmetic product advertisement on Facebook. 

2. To describe how to apply persuasive strategies in slogans of Wardah woman 

cosmetic product advertisement on Facebook. 
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F. The Signification of The Study 

The researcher hopes that this study will give some contributions to everyone 

theoretically and practically. 

1. Theoretical 

The findings of this research can grant explanations and in addition 

information mainly about persuasive strategies in the subject of advertising. 

2. Practical 

a. Teachers/Lecturers 

The findings of this research can contribute the learning materials 

source or reference about communication strategy especially in persuasive 

strategies in advertisement that can be used in the classroom. 

b. Students 

The findings of this research can inform the students about the 

knowledge of communication strategy which is concerned in persuasive 

strategy in advertisement. 

c. Researchers/Readers 

The findings of this research can be a reference for next researchers 

or readers to find out more about communication strategy about persuasive 

strategy in advertisement in different point of view. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoretical Framework 

1. Persuasion 

Persuasion is verbal exchange used to influence and convince another. 

Through persuasion each man or woman tries to impact belief and different 

people’s expectations. Persuasion in principle is a try to deliver information and 

have interaction among humans in conditions where both events apprehend and 

agree to do something that is important to each parties. Persuasion is generally 

defined as human conversation designed to influence others by means of 

modifying their beliefs, values, or attitudes. 

A complex collection of linguistic techniques known as persuasive techniques 

is used to influence opinions and elicit responses without overtly pushing one's 

own beliefs on the listener. In advertising, persuasive strategies are used less to 

boost sales and more to establish rapport and increase brand recognition 

(Romanova & Smirnova, 2019:89). 

Persuasion is designed to involve a range of methods to take purchaser 

attention and pastime to build credibility and trust, to inspire desire for products 

and to promote consumers to act positively. 

 

1.1 Persuasive Strategies 

Persuasion an motion that pursuits to have an effect on or encourage 
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thoughts, a person’s way opinion for some life like reason. Persuasively there 

are 7 sorts of persuasive strategies according to (Keraf, 2007), namely: 

rationalization, identification, suggestion, conformity, compensation, 

projection and displacement. 

a. Rationalization 

Rationalization as a persuasive method is confined as the procedure of the 

use of motive to provide a justification for a   problem, where   the   

groundwork or motive is now not the direct motive of the problem. 

Rationalization aims to a hibit the fact of the advantages of a product to attract 

buyers so that viable shoppers will choose the product. This method is used to 

persuade customers about their product via a number of statements. Advertiser 

want to recognize about patron beliefs, attitudes and what they need. 

b. Identification 

Identification is an exercise in which the author must perceive writing with 

the reader. Identification persuasion is always making an attempt to stop 

conditions of conflict and questionable attitude, then the speaker should 

analyze their presence and the total situation, then the speaker will be extra 

easily become aware of their persuasion with the audience. 

c. Suggestion 

Suggestion is an undertake to affect or persuade humans to receive a 

certain belief or institution beside giving a logical basis to the people who 

desires to be influenced. Suggestion targets to persuade buyers to admit the 

excellence of a product via humans that have dignity to follow. The 
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conformity between color, background, picture, interesting word and the use 

of famous humans of the commercial will make the customer influence. 

d. Conformity 

Conformity is a want or measure to make them sales similar to something 

else. In persuasion, people who do persuasion use this method to conform to 

the beliefs that want in persuasion. Conformity and identification are 

frequently considered similar. The difference, in the identification of the 

speaker present only a few things pertaining to them with the target market 

while in the speaker’s conformity show that they were capable to do and act as 

an audience as well. The ambitions of conformity approach is to provide on 

overview of how a product has a real potential as predicted with the aid of 

possible consumers. 

e. Compensation 

Compensation is an action or and result of an effort to searching for a 

substitute for something that is no longer acceptable. That count number done 

if a scenario has experienced a frustration. 

f. Displacement 

Displacement outline as a technique that seeks to replace a cause that 

experiences obstacles with every other reason that synchronously replaces the 

emotion. 

g. Projection 

Projection is a approach to make something that was situation turn into 

object. A personality that a individual has is no longer authorized as a nature,  
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but is cast the nature and character of another. In this projection, the 

advertisers will reveal weakness about some products that are considered 

competitive. 

 

1.2 The Way to Persuade Consumers 

According to Aristotle (1954), defines that there are three strategies to 

persuade consumer attention: 

a. Ethos 

Ethos is an appeal to credibility or character. The persuasive technique of 

ethos relates to ethics. For the ethical appeal, writers or speakers want to 

convince the audience that they are a credible source. Audiences listen to and 

believe people whom they believe are ethical. Some authors are experts in 

their topic, so they have credibility all ready. For the rest of us, we must 

convince the audience. It is how well the presenter convinces the audience that 

he or she is qualified to present (speak) on the particular subject. 

b. Pathos 

Pathos is an appeal to the audience’s emotions. The persuasive technique 

of pathos relates to the emotional, or sympathetic appeal. Speakers and writers 

use pathos to garner sympathy from an audience. In addition, successful 

writers engenders the target emotions from the audience. Pathos can be 

particularly powerful if used well, but most speeches do not solely rely on 

pathos. Pathos is most effective when the author or speaker demonstrates 

agreement with an underlying value of the reader or listener. In addition, the 

speaker may use pathos to appeal to fear, in order to sway the audience. 
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Pathos may also include appeals to audience imagination and hopes; done 

when the speaker paints a scenario of positive future  results  of following the 

course of action proposed. 

c. Logos 

Logos is message argument. The persuasive technique of logos relates to 

logic and reasoning. This appeal means citing facts and statistics, citing 

authorities on the subject, and making logical analogies. It is normally used to 

describe facts and figures that support the speaker's topic. Having a logos 

appeal also see above because information makes the speaker look knowledge 

able and prepared to his or her audience. However, the data can be confusing 

and thus confuse the audience. Logos can also be misleading or in accurate. 

 

2. Slogan 

Slogan is necessary to emphasize the expression the business enterprise wants 

remembered by consumers. Moreover, slogans frequently have a one of a kind 

language pattern to bring the message of a product. Advertisers can not remove 

the significance of sentence shape for a slogan because barring a accurate 

sentence structure, the reader will not be capable to understand the message of a 

advertisement. Slogans are made to appeal to the interest of consumers. Slogan 

created as fascinating as viable so that human beings are fascinated in analyzing it 

and experience called to elevate out the thrust of the slogan. Slogans seem to be 

more attractive when the usage of language styles that healthy what you choose to 

categorical ideas. Slogans are used in enterprise and commerce. This is usually to 

convey a message (Aruan et al., 2021). 
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Slogan in an advertisement provides a guarantee of quality and reliability of 

the product or service. The slogan repeats the brand name. The slogan is short, 

simple, clear, attractive and colorful words, which are used to attract and hold 

customer attention. Slogan is writing that is used to convey the intent or idea 

conveyed by the slogan maker. Slogans are usually in the form of short and 

simple sentences containing appeals, warnings and invitations made intentionally 

by the agency that contain intent and purpose.so the target is easy to remember 

(Dao and Heidt, 2018:11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Source: Facebook 

Figure 1. Wardah Slogan 

 

3. Facebook 

Marketers and consumers are expanding their communications through 

dynamic media called social networks. This is the newest one development in 

advertising products and communicating with consumers. Development in 

advertising product and communicating with all consumers. Facebook is a social 

networking service and mobile application that allows users to share moments of 

their lives through photos and video, publicly. 
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Facebook was launched in February 2004, Facebook has now become the 

most popular social network in the world. Social media has made it very easy for 

entrepreneurs to reach customers and let them know about products. Their main 

finding is that social media platforms represent an interaction channel for 

businesses to advertise customer relationships. The purpose of using Facebook 

among young people to view posts is primarily for the sake of social interaction 

(Serafinelli, 2018). 

 

4. Advertisement 

Advertisements not solely furnish records about merchandise marketed to 

promote that product however can also alternate people's views perspective in 

society, in other words advertising can persuade humans to buy merchandise they 

don't need. Advertisement is considered as persuasive discourse because the 

language used id advertisement are heavily influenced by linguistic 

communicative means (Diantanti et al., 2018:92). 

Advertising slogans and promotional tools enable companies to introduce 

themselves, their products, or services. In order for an advertising slogan to be 

effective in introducing a company or institution, it should be easily understood 

by consumers, and be associated with a specific brand (Stewart and Clark, 

2007:8). 

 

4.1 Language of Advertisement 

Language is a conversation tool that people use to interact with other 

people. Through language, human beings can create actuality and prepare it. 
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Language is additionally used to furnish records to different human beings 

about something, to convince other human beings about a fact or something 

and the behavior and opinions of others. It language is also used to describe or 

tell how to form or present something or object, and to describe the feeling of 

the object. 

In advertisement, language has a role to persuade consumers. The power 

of language which has brought the colonization of human cultural symbolic in 

advertisement. Actually, is one of prove that the friction of language represent 

of one ability which can poison the existence  of civilization at the future. 

 

4.2 The Function of Advertisement 

Advertising serves as an interest grabber, so that consumers interested, the 

desire to purchase and determine to buy. Advertising is one of the most 

famous and most broadly used forms/models of advertising communication by 

using various companies. Advertising has many media preferences (electronic 

and non- electronic), many editions and many goals. Purpose of advertising 

creations should be able to inform, persuade and remind customers about the 

product provided by using the agency thru the marketing media. 

According to Atmaja (2022), where is the function of advertisements is as 

follows: 

1. Providing information (informing), namely making consumers   aware   of 

new things brands, educating them about the features and benefits of 

brands, and facilitate the creation of a positive brand image. 
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2. Persuading, meaning that effective advertising will be able to persuade 

customers to try advertised products and services. 

3. Remind (remind), where advertising serves to keep the company brand 

fresh in the minds of consumers. 

4. Adding value, advertising adds value to consumers by influencing 

consumer perception. 

 

B. The Relevance of The Study 

In conducting this research, the researcher was influenced by the other parties 

researchers who had the same  theme as this research: 

1. “Persuasive Strategies Used in Slogan of Cigarette’s Advertisement” by 

Fauzan (2013), Faculty of Humanity and Culture, State Islamic University of 

Malang. The researcher used descriptive qualitative research design and 

analyzed the speech, sentence and phrases from the slogan. The researcher 

analyzed the data by using the persuasion theory proposed by Aristotle. The 

research findings found that persuasive strategy used on slogans of cigarette’s 

advertisement could be divided into three categories, namely Ethos, Pathos, 

and Logos. Through those strategies, slogans of cigarette’s advertisement 

convinced the viewers. 

The difference of this research with Fauzan’s research was the use of theory 

and data. Fauzan used only Aristotle’s theory and cigarette’s slogans, while 

this research used Keraf and Aristotle’s theory and cosmetic’s slogans. 

2. “Persuasive Strategies in Woman Cosmetics Advertisement of Skin Whitening 

Product on Television Commercial” by Dewi Anjani Purba (2017), published 
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by Faculty of Languages and Arts State University of Medan. This research 

used a qualitative design. The researcher analyzed the data through describing 

and explaining data based on persuasive strategy by Aristotle (1954). There 

were about 50 female sample cosmetics in skin whitening products from 

various brands. The advertisements were taken from the official website. The 

results of this study found that 32 utterances categorized as Ethos, 12 as 

Pathos, and 6 as Logos. 

The difference of this research with Dewi’s research was the use of theory and 

data. Dewi used only Aristotle’s theory and cosmetic’s advertisements on 

television commercial, while this research used Keraf and Aristotle’s theory 

and cosmetic’s slogans on Facebook. 

3. “The Analysis of the Language Style used in Maybeline New York’s Written 

Advertisements” by Martha Lovina Melynda (2017), published by Faculty of 

Teacher Training and Education Sanata Dharma University Yogyakarta. This 

research was a qualitative design. The llinguistic features were found in 

Maybelline New York brochure were analyzed based on Gray’s theory. 

Maybelline New York brochure also used ten features, namely short sentence, 

long noun phrase, ambiguity, use of imperative, present tense, association, and  

in complete sentence. 

The difference of this research with Martha’s research was the use of theory 

and data. Martha used Gray’s theory and Maybelline cosmetic products in 

written advertisement, while this research used Keraf and Aristotle’s theory 

and cosmetic’s slogans on digital advertisement (Facebook). 
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C. Conceptual Framework 

The persuasive strategies used in advertising is an important part of the 

marketing process to persuade the consumer. The persuasive strategies were 

usually found in the slogan of the products. The producers of the company used 

the slogan to attract consumers’ attention. While in linguistics, there were theories 

that could classify and described how to apply persuasive strategies well. These 

theories were from Keraf and Aristotle which classified the persuasive based on 

its types and meaning.  

This research examined the types of persuasive strategies and the way how to 

persuade consumers through slogans of beauty cosmetics advertisement from 

Wardah official account on Facebook. Here was the conceptual framework which 

Keraf and Aristotle’s theories were as the reference of classifying the data that 

would  examined. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

 

A. Research Design 

Qualitative methods were used in this research. The definition of qualitative 

research was an in-depth and thorough analysis of phenomena using a flexible 

study design and a large collection of narrative material. The goal of qualitative 

research was to provide in-depth knowledge and insight into real-world 

problems. Qualitative research did not replace, add to, or measure any treatment 

of the subjects or objects that were used in the research (Moser & Korstjens, 

2019:89). 

 

B. Source of the Data 

The researcher used text in the slogan of advertisement of Wardah products as 

the source of the data. The data were collected from the photo posts on Facebook 

account: https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/ which were taken from 

January 2022 up to January 2023. There would be around 50 posts in total that 

were taken from the official Facebook account of Wardah. The researcher used 

slogans, which were statements and phrases to analyze the data. 

 

C. Technique of Collecting The Data 

There were three steps used in this research to collect the data, they were: 

firstly, taking advertisements from the Facebook account; secondly, classifying 

the slogans into each category; and lastly, interpreting the advertisements based 
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on Keraf and Aristotle’s theory which are focused on the persuasive strategies 

(Losi et al., 2022). The researcher also used the collecting data steps by following 

Muninggar’s research (2019) with the same steps that were explained before. 

 

D. Technique of Analyzing The Data 

The systematic procedure in conducting the data analysis used Miles and 

Huberman theory as following: 

1. Data Condensation 

Data referred to the process of choice and simplification of data. The 

researcher looked for Wardah product accounts on Facebook social media 

which contained slogans to be analyzed. 

2. Data Display 

Data display was an organized collection of information that allowed 

drawing conclusions and action. This research explained about the types of 

persuasive strategies and the ways how to persuade consumers. 

3. Drawing and Verifying Conclusion 

From the data condensation and data display, the researcher got the 

conclusion from the research about the types of persuasive strategies and   the 

way how to persuade consumers based on the slogans in Wardah 

advertisement (Miles & Huberman, 2020:67). 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

A. Data Collection 

The data were collected and selected randomly from Wardah official account 

on Facebook through this website https://www.facebook.com/wardah beauty/. 

There were 50 posts which consisted product pictures and slogans. Those slogans 

were analyzed by using Keraf’s theory for the persuasive strategies and Aristotle’s 

theory for the ways how to apply persuasive strategies (how to persuade 

consumers). The data about persuasive strategies were listed in the table 1. 

Table 1. The Types of Persuasive Strategies (Keraf, 2017) 

No.                  Data Types Definition 

 
 

1 

Find your personalized shades 

lip cream. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting to find the best 

lipstick for the consumers’ 

own preference 

2 
Let's have a picnic! Rationalization 

Presenting a belief that their 

products could give 

consumers the happy feeling 

like going to a picnic while 

using their products 

3 

Meet our main character: 

Perfect smooth Matte. 
Rationalization 

Showing the best quality of 

the product that it was said 

“perfect” lipstick that gave 

the consumers the smooth 

texture on the lips 
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4 

Our hero! Glow finish without 

feeling oily. 
Rationalization 

Making the consumers 

believe that by using the 

cushion, they would be free 

from oily face condition 

5 
Best ombre lips. Identification 

Being identified as various 

kinds of lipstick that could be 

done in ombre style which 

was mostly created by 

teenagers or young woman 

6 
Your skin barrier repair routine. Displacement 

Aiming to promote the 

product that could be used to 

repair skin problems 

7 
Glow finish for campus look. Identification 

Targeting university students 

to buy the products 

8 
Your on-the-go makeup look. Identification 

Being identified as simple 

and beneficial products that 

could be brought anytime the 

consumers went to 

somewhere without feeling 

terrible preparing another 

makeup 

9 
Treat your sensation well. Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers 

that they could feel or treat 

the scent of Wardah perfume 

well by having the various 

scents that they had 

10 

Reminder: Don't forget to wear 

SPF today. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers to 

use the product for avoiding 

sunburn condition 
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11 

Glowing and fabulous: Take your 

makeup game to the next level. 
Compensation 

Offering a glowing and 

fabulous makeup for the 

better look on consumers’ 

face 

12 

Your daily hero for every skin 

concern. 
Projection 

Trying to give different thing 

by offering a treatment that 

could be used by all women 

in all skin condition 

13 
All skin type night routines. Projection 

Trying to give different thing 

by offering a night treatment 

that could be used by all 

women in all skin condition 

14 
New color, new formula. Compensation 

To advert the better color 

with the better formula of the 

products 

15 
Perfect smooth, comfort matte. Identification 

To identify the products as 

the perfect, smooth, and 

comfort lipstick to wear 

16 

Keep your makeup fresh all day 

long. 
Conformity 

To give benefit to consumers 

that by using Wardah 

products, they can be looked 

fresh during the day 

17 
Finest scent in every drop. Rationalization 

Ensuring the consumers 

about their best quality in 

perfume scent 

18 
The color experts. Identification 

The product identified itself 

as the expert of color that 

could be used by the 

consumers 
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19 

Relax your skin and get real 

protection. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting to use Wardah 

mask products to relax the 

consumers skin face 

20 
Always ready. Identification 

To identify that the product 

was always ready whenever 

the consumers wanted to 

wear it 

21 
Advanced glowing skin. Rationalization 

Showing the reason why 

Wardah advertised about 

glowing skin to fulfil the 

consumers’ need 

22 
Beauty moves you. Displacement 

Aiming to change the 

consumers to be looked more 

beautiful and healthier by 

using their product 

23 
Wardah crystal secret. Rationalization 

The product tried to offer the 

quality of crystal formula in 

their composition of the make 

up 

24 

Beauties, don't skip your night 

routines. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers to 

keep their skin healthy by 

applying their product every 

night 

25 
No drama dry lips. Conformity 

Adapting the consumers 

condition who felt 

uncomfortable to use lipstick 

26 
Stay glowing in Ramadan. Displacement 

Aiming to motivate the 

consumers to stay beautiful 

by keep using their product 

even they had to not eat and 
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drink (fasting) 

27 
Wardah renew you. Compensation 

Offering a treatment that can 

change their skin become the 

new healthy and beautiful one 

28 
Your every night treatment. Rationalization 

It offered the quality of night 

treatment that could be used 

every day by the consumers 

29 
Intense crack free. Identification 

The product identified as the 

lipstick that could not be 

cracked easily if the 

consumers wore it 

30 

Find the best eyebrow color for 

you. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers to 

choose the best color of their 

favorite eyebrow 

31 
Berry bright ready to glow! Rationalization 

It offered the benefit of 

various of berries to make 

consumers’ face were looked 

glowing 

32 
Hijabers approved. Projection 

This product was different 

and special in the product 

formula to make Hijabers 

women felt fresh and clean 

for their heir even it was 

covered by hijab 

33 
Open a new flawless look. Rationalization 

It emphasized the consumers’ 

look to be flawless as the 

quality of the product 

34 
Say hello to our new packaging. Compensation 

Targeting consumers’ interest 

who would be pleased buying 
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the products by looking at 

beautiful and eye-catching 

packaging 

35 
Start your day with us! Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers 

start their activities by using 

Wardah makeup 

36 
Lips up your day. Compensation 

To give a difference than 

other lipstick that this one 

was perfect to use along the 

day 

37 
Makeup with skincare benefit. Conformity 

To give the benefit for the 

consumers that they would 

feel the skin be well-treated 

even they used it as makeup 

38 
Paint it like the sky. Displacement 

Aiming to illustrate that by 

using their lipstick products, 

the consumers could feel to 

paint the lip like the sky 

39 
Mousse on, worries gone. Identification 

To identify that this product 

would make the consumers 

felt no worry if they wore the 

lipstick 

40 

The powerful drop of 

youthfulness. 
Rationalization 

Offering the quality of the 

product that the serum would 

make you looked younger 

41 
Wardah UV shield real protection. Rationalization 

Offering the quality of the 

best sunlight protection of the 

product 

42 

Entrust your skincare to the 

experts. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers to 

believe in Wardah makeup 
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quality for their skincare 

43 

Beauty isn't created, but 

discovered. Be yourself. 
Displacement 

To emphasize the different 

thing that this product let you 

to be beautiful as the way you 

wanted to by using their 

products 

44 

Protect and calming from sunburn 

and UV light. 
Rationalization 

Offering the best sunlight 

cream to protect sunburn 

45 
Intense color, easy to blend. Identification 

Tried to identify the product 

had the intense color and easy 

to use 

46 

Elevate your makeup with perfect 

skin preparation. 
Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers 

wear the skin preparation 

products to get their skin 

better than before 

47 
Freshen up your day! Compensation 

To give benefit as the fresh 

products that could be used 

for the consumers’ daily 

routine 

48 

Get your Ramadan longlasting 

look. 
Conformity 

Offering the benefit for the 

consumers that the products 

would be stay during the day 

even in Ramadan 

49 
Look bold, look sharp, look alive. Identification 

To identify that the product 

could make the consumers 

looked bold, sharp, and alive 

in their appearance 

50 

Start your day with glowing and 

fresh look! 
Suggestion 

Suggesting the consumers to 

start their activities by 
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wearing Wardah makeup that 

could make their face was 

looked glowing and fresh 

 

The data about the ways to apply persuasive strategies were listed in the table 2. 

Table 2. The Way to Apply Persuasive Strategies (Aristotle, 1954) 

No. Data Types Definition 

1 

Find your personalized shades 

lip cream. 
Logos Showing logic or fact 

2 Let's have a picnic! Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

3 

Meet our main character: 

Perfect smooth Matte. 
Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

4 

Our hero! Glow finish without 

feeling oily. 
Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

5 Best ombre lips. Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

6 Your skin barrier repair routine. - - 

7 Glow finish for campus look. Ethos 

To show credibility or quality 

of the product 

8 Your on-the-go makeup look. Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

9 Treat your scentsation well. - - 

10 

Reminder: Don't forget to wear 

SPF today. 
Logos Showing logic or fact 

11 

Glowing and fabulous: Take your 

makeup game to the next level. 
- - 

12 

Your daily hero for every skin 

concern. 
Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 
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13 All skin type night routines. - - 

14 New color, new formula. Logos Showing logic or fact 

15 Perfect smooth, comfort matte. Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

16 

Keep your makeup fresh all day 

long. 
Logos Showing logic or fact 

17 Finest scent in every drop. Ethos 

To show credibility or quality 

of the product 

18 The color experts. Ethos 

To show credibility or quality 

of the product 

19 

Relax your skin and get real 

protection. 
Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

20 Always ready. Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

21 Advanced glowing skin. - - 

22 Beauty moves you. Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

23 Wardah crystal secret. - - 

24 

Beauties, don't skip your night 

routines. 
Logos Showing logic or fact 

25 No drama dry lips. Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

26 Stay glowing in Ramadan. Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

27 Wardah renew you. Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

28 Your every night treatment. Logos Showing logic or fact 

29 Intense crack free. Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

30 Find the best eyebrow color for Ethos Showing credibility or quality 
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you. of the product 

31 Berry bright ready to glow! Logos Showing logic or fact 

32 Hijabers approved. Logos Showing logic or fact 

33 Open a new flawless look. - - 

34 Say hello to our new packaging. Logos To show logic or fact 

35 Start your day with us! Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

36 Lips up your day. Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

37 Makeup with skincare benefit. Ethos 

To show credibility or quality 

of the product 

38 Paint it like the sky. - - 

39 Mousse on, worries gone. Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

40 

The powerful drop of 

youthfulness. 
Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

41 Wardah UV shield real protection. Ethos 

To show credibility or quality 

of the product 

42 

Entrust your skincare to the 

experts. 
Ethos 

Showing credibility or quality 

of the product 

43 

Beauty isn't created, but 

discovered. Be yourself. 
Pathos 

Tried to touch consumers’ 

feeling or emotion 

44 

Protect and calming from sunburn 

and UV light. 
Logos Showing logic or fact 

45 Intense color, easy to blend. - - 

46 

Elevate your makeup with perfect 

skin preparation. 
Ethos 

To show credibility or quality 

of the product 

47 Freshen up your day! - - 

48 

Get your Ramadan long lasting 

look. 
- - 
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49 Look bold, look sharp, look alive. Logos To show logic or fact 

50 

Start your day with glowing and 

fresh look! 
- - 

 

B. Data Analysis 

After identifying the data, the types of persuasive strategy and the ways how 

to apply persuasive strategies (how to persuade consumers) were classified by 

using Keraf and Aristotle theory. There are seven types of persuasive strategy, 

they were: Rationalization, Identification, Suggestion, Conformity, 

Compensation, Displacement, and Projection. There were the ways how to apply 

persuasive strategies (how to persuade consumers) persuade consumers, they 

were: Ethos, Pathos, and Logos. 

 

1. The Types of Persuasive Strategy 

There were found seven types of persuasive strategy from 50 data which were  

collected. The distribution of the data classification was made in Table 3. 

Table 3. The Distribution of Data Classification 

No. The Types of Persuasive Strategy Data Found 

1 Rationalization 12 

2 Identification 10 

3 Suggestion 10 

4 Conformity 4 

5 Compensation 6 

6 Displacement 5 
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7 Projection 3 

Total 50 

 

a. Rationalization 

It is a process of using basic mind to provide a justification. This technique 

used to make the consumer feel confident with the product by some 

statements. The advertiser needed to know what the consumer’s needs, wishes, 

wants were and how their attitude and belief were. By knowing those things, 

the advertisement can justify the quality of the product. This strategy was  

found in data 2, 3, 4, 17, 21, 23, 28, 31, 33, 40, and 44. 

 

Data 2 

“Let’s have a picnic!”. 

The data above could be classified as rationalization strategy because the  

slogan symbolized to have makeup like doing a picnic. Wardah offered their 

products as the things that consumers need to go picnic. Wardah would like to 

present a belief that their products could give consumers the happy feeling like 

going to a picnic while using their products. 

 

Data 3 

“Meet our main character: Perfect smooth Matte”. 

The data above could be classified as rationalization strategy because the 

slogan pointed out that Wardah had a main product which served the best 

quality that it was said “perfect” lipstick that gave the consumers the smooth 

texture on the lips. 
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Data 4 

“Our hero! Glow finish without feeling oily”. 

The data above could be classified as rationalization strategy because the 

slogan emphasized the words “our hero!”. This symbolized that the product 

could be the best product that could save the consumers to use the cushion on 

their face without making them worries looked oily. This slogan tried to make 

the consumers believe that by using the cushion, they would be free from oily 

face condition. 

 

Data 17 

“Finest scent in every drop”. 

The data above could be classified as rationalization strategy because the 

slogan tried to prove that Wardah had the best scent in their perfume products. 

They justified that they had given the finest scent in every drop of various 

perfumes that they have offered to the consumers. The words “finest scent” 

showed that Wardah tried to ensure the consumers about their best quality in 

perfume scent. 

 

Data 21 

“Advanced glowing skin”. 

The data above could be classified as rationalization strategy because the 

slogan labeled their product as a continuance skincare that could make the 

consumers having the glowing skin. The glowing skin was the consumers 

need in showing their beauty. The consumers wanted to be looked pretty by 
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having glowing face and that was the reason why Wardah advertised about 

glowing skin to fulfil the consumers’ need. 

 

b. Identification 

It is a key of success for advertiser to analyze the consumers situation. The 

advertiser should be relevant to the target market whether they are girl, man, 

teenagers, adult, or children. This strategy was important because the 

advertiser should know what the appropriate concept for the product. This 

strategy was found in the data 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 18, 20, 29, 39, 45, and 49. 

 

Data 5 

“Best ombre lips”. 

The data above could be classified as identification strategy because the word 

ombre can be identification as a concept which is used mostly by teenagers or 

young women. Ombre is the blending of one color hue to another, usually 

moving tints and shades from light to dark. By mentioning ombre style, 

Wardah offered various kinds of lipstick that could be done in ombre style 

which was mostly created by teenagers or young woman in combining lipstick 

color that the liked to wear. 

 

Data 7 

“Glow finish for campus look”. 

The data above could be classified as identification strategy because the word 

“campus look” was definitely identified the character of young women who 

studied in university level. This kind of look gave a concept of having light 
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makeup but still be pretty to go to campus. This identification strategy tried to 

target university students to buy the products. 

 

Data 8 

“Your on-the-go makeup look”. 

The data above could be classified as identification strategy because the word 

“on-the-go” identified that the products could be brought when you went or 

travelled somewhere. The concept of the product was identified as simple and 

beneficial products that could be brought anytime the consumers went to  

somewhere without feeling terrible preparing another makeup. 

 

c. Suggestion 

It is an attempt to persuade someone. In everyday life, a suggestion is 

usually given by beautiful words and tone of voice. Suggestion can be 

direction forms that involve getting consumers to accept the product without 

thinking idea, belief, or action. This strategy was found in data 1, 9, 10, 19, 

24, 30, 42, 46 and 50. 

 

Data 1 

“Find your personalized shades lip cream”. 

The data above could be classified as suggestion strategy because the slogan 

suggested choices or preferences to the consumers about the lipstick that met 

their needs. Wardah had many choices of lip cream that could give various 

shades or color that the consumers wanted to use. 
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Data 9 

“Treat your scentsation well”. 

The data above could be classified as suggestion strategy because the slogan 

suggested that the consumers could feel or treat the scent of Wardah perfume 

well by having the various scents that they had. 

 

Data 10 

“Reminder: Don't forget to wear SPF today”. 

The data above could be classified as suggestion strategy because the slogan  

suggested that the consumers should use the SPF (Sun Protection Factor) gel 

to protect their skin. As we know that sunlight consisted ultraviolet that could 

burn our skin. We should use sunscreen gel to protect our skin from sunburn 

when we did outdoor activities. This slogan suggested and advertised 

consumers to use the product for avoiding sunburn condition. 

 

Data 19 

“Relax your skin and get real protection”. 

The data above could be classified as suggestion strategy because the slogan 

suggested to use Wardah mask products to relax the consumers skin face. 

Wardah also combined another product to suggest a skin protection from 

sunlight. To feel relax and be protected, Wardah suggested various products to 

attract the consumers’ interest. 

 

Data 24 

“Beauties, don't skip your night routines”. 
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The data above could be classified as suggestion strategy because the slogan 

suggested the consumers to not skip their skin treatment routine at night. That 

was common for women to use skincare before going to sleep to make their 

face relax or healthy for the next days and so on. Through the slogan, Wardah 

suggested the consumers to keep their skin healthy by applying their product 

every night. 

 

d. Conformity 

It is an action to make something similar with others. In advertisement,  

conformity is a way of thinking to adapt the advertiser’ condition to the 

consumers’. This strategy was found in data 16, 25, 37, and 48. 

 

Data 16 

“Keep your makeup fresh all day long”. 

The data above could be classified as conformity strategy because the slogan 

tried to give benefit to consumers that by using Wardah products, they can be 

looked fresh during the day. This was also similar to the condition that 

consumers wanted, which was to be fresh all day long. 

 

Data 25 

“No drama dry lips”. 

The data above could be classified as conformity strategy because the slogan 

tried to adapt the consumers condition who felt uncomfortable to use lipstick. 

Wearing lipstick everyday could cause dry lips and made consumers not 

confident. Through the slogan, the products tried to give benefit by giving  
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comfortable feeling to wear lipstick without experiencing dry lips. 

 

e. Compensation 

It is about an action or result of an attempt to seek a substitute for a 

condition that cannot be maintained. The advertiser tries to influence the 

consumers that they will find other better situation by using the product. This 

strategy was found in data 11, 14, 27, 34, 36, and 47. 

 

Data 11 

“Wardah renew you”. 

The data above could be classified as compensation strategy because the word 

“renew” symbolized a better action in making a change to the consumers skin.  

By the slogan, the advertiser tried to offer a treatment that can change their 

skin become the new healthy and beautiful one. 

 

Data 14 

“New color, new formula”. 

The data above could be classified as compensation strategy because the 

words showed the better concept or idea of the product that tried to attract 

teenagers in using new color and formula of the products. The products 

offered bright color lipsticks that were targeted to be used by teenagers. 

 

Data 27 

“Say hello to our new packaging”. 

The data above could be classified as compensation strategy because the  
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slogan offered a better packaging for their products than before. This offer 

tried to target consumers’ interest who would be pleased buying the products 

by looking at beautiful and eye-catching packaging. 

 

f. Projection 

It is a technique to make a subject become an object. The advertisers try to 

answer the weakness of other advertisers. Projection strategy will show the 

advantage of products to show that the product is different than others. This 

strategy was found in data 12, 13, and 32. 

 

Data 12 

“Your daily hero for every skin concern”. 

The data above could be classified as projection strategy because the slogan  

was different than other products. Another product offered a treatment for oily 

face, acne, dry skin, black spots or others, but Wardah tried to be different by 

offering a treatment that could be used by all women in all skin condition. 

 

Data 13 

“All skin type night routines”. 

The data above could be classified as projection strategy because the slogan 

was different than other products. Another product offered a treatment for oily 

face, acne, dry skin, black spots or others, but Wardah tried to be different by 

offering a night treatment that could be used by all women in all skin 

condition. The product could also be used every night as the routine skin 

treatment. 
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Data 32 

“Hijabers approved”. 

The data above could be classified as projection strategy because the slogan 

was different than other products. By emphasizing “Hijabers approved”, this 

slogan obviously offered the product only for Hijabers women. This product 

was different and special in the product formula to make Hijabers women felt 

fresh and clean for their heir even it was covered by hijab. 

 

g. Displacement 

It is a process of convincing the consumers by diverting a certain object or 

purpose to another purpose. This strategy was found in data 6, 22, 26, 38, and 

43. 

 

Data 6 

“Your skin barrier repair routine”. 

The data above could be classified as displacement strategy because the slogan 

aimed to promote the product that could be used to repair skin problems. 

 

Data 22 

“Beauty moves you”. 

The data above could be classified as displacement strategy because the slogan 

aimed to change the consumers to be looked more beautiful and healthier by 

using their product. 
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Data 26 

“Stay glowing in Ramadan”. 

The data above could be classified as displacement strategy because the slogan 

aimed to invite consumers to stay beautiful even in Ramadan. As we know 

that, Moslem people was fasting during Ramadan by holding themselves to 

not eat, drink, feeling angry, etc. Through this slogan, Wardah aimed to 

motivate the consumers to stay beautiful by keep using their product even they 

had to not eat and drink (fasting). 

 

Data 38 

“Paint it like the sky”. 

The data above could be classified as displacement strategy because the slogan  

aimed to illustrate that by using their lipstick products, the consumers could  

feel to paint the lip like the sky. They were free to create any color as they 

wanted to. 

 

2. The Way to Persuade Consumers 

Marketers and advertisers use the way to persuade consumers in their 

advertisement to inspire and attract the consumers to take the product easily. 

There are three types of the way to persuade consumers, they are: Ethos, Pathos, 

and Logos. 

There were thirty eight data that were classified by the way to persuade 

consumers from fifty data which were collected. The distribution of the data 

classification was made in Table 4. 
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Table 4. The Distribution of Data Classification 

No. The Types of The Way to Persuade Consumers Data Found 

1 Ethos 16 

2 Pathos 10 

3 Logos 11 

Total 37 

 

a. Ethos 

Ethos refers to authority and credibility. It highlights the credibility and 

trustworthiness of the advertisements that can help to persuade the consumers 

to buy the product. This type was found in data 3, 5, 7, 8, 15, 17, 18, 26, 27, 

29, 30, 37, 40, 41, 42, and 46. 

 

Data 3 

 

 

 

  

 

Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Meet our main character: Perfect smooth Matte” 

The data above could be classified as ethos type because the slogan 

emphasized “the main character” of Wardah product that showed the credible 

product they had to be offered to give perfect smooth texture as the lipstick to  
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the consumers. 

 

Data 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Best ombre lips” 

The data above could be classified as ethos type because the slogan 

emphasized “the best lipstick” to make ombre style. The credible product was 

proved by showing the color of the lipsticks that could be mixed well to 

create new beautiful colors. 

 

Data 7 
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Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Glow finish for campus look” 

The data above could be classified as ethos type because the slogan 

emphasized “campus look”. Those makeup on the photo showed that by using 

the choice of colors and products, Wardah ensured that the consumers would 

get the campus look which meant the simple look yet beautiful that can be 

worn by the consumers to go to campus. 

 

 

a. Pathos 

Pathos refers to emotions and feelings. It allows marketers or advertisers 

to appeal to people’s emotions and beliefs. This type was found in data 4, 12, 

19, 20, 22, 25, 35, 36, 39, and 43. 

 

Data 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Our hero! Glow finish without feeling oily” 

https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos
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The data above could be classified as pathos type because the slogan labeled 

the product as a hero. The word choice influenced the consumers’ feeling and 

emotion about a hero that helped everyone sincerely. Then, the advertiser 

wanted to create a good image as a hero on the product so the consumers 

would feel touched and bought the product. 

 

Data 19 

  

 

 

Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Relax your skin and get real protection” 

The data above could be classified as pathos type because the slogan 

emphasized that the product would give calm and protection to the 

consumers. The word choice influenced the consumers’ feeling and emotion 

to feel calm and safe after using the product. 

 

Data 39 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos
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Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Mousse on, worries gone” 

The data above could be classified as pathos type because the slogan 

emphasized that the product would give comfortable and calm feeling if the 

consumers wear the lipstick. They claimed that the product would make the 

consumer’s worry away after using the lipstick. 

  

b. Logos 

Logos is an appeal to logic. The consumers can be persuaded if the 

advertiser can present a factual argument that’s based in reason. This type was 

found in data 1, 10, 14, 16, 24, 28, 31, 32, 34, 44, and 49. 

 

Data 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Find your personalized shades lip cream” 
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The data above could be classified as logos type because the slogan offered 

the products that could be chosen by the consumers by their own need and 

intention. It was very logic that the consumers would choose one of the 

products based on their preference. 

 

Data 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“Reminder: Don't forget to wear SPF today” 

The data above could be classified as logos type because the slogan informed 

a logic information that the consumers must wear the sunscreen gel to avoid 

the sunburn. Everyone must apply the sunscreen to protect their skin. The 

statement was logic and it could make the consumers bought the product 

because of its benefit. 

 

Data 14 
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Source : https://www.facebook.com/wardahbeauty/photos 

“New color, new formula” 

The data above could be classified as logos type because the slogan informed 

a logic information about new color of the lipstick would give the new 

formula as well. This statement invited the consumers’ curiosity to try the 

new product. 

 

C. Research Findings 

After analyzing all the data in the slogan advertisement, the research findings 

could be reported as follows: 

1. From this research, the researcher found there were seven types of persuasive 

strategies using on Wardah Beauty Cosmetics advertisement. They are: 

rationalization (12 data), identification (10 data), suggestion (10 data), 

conformity (4 data), compensation (6 data), displacement (5 data), and 

projection (3 data). 

2. From the slogan advertisement of Wardah Beauty Cosmetics the researcher 

found the way to persuade consumers, those are: ethos (16 data), pathos (10 

data) and logos (11 data). 

3. Mostly, in the slogan advertisement of Wardah Beauty Cosmetics, the types of 

persuasive strategy use are rationalization strategy and the way to persuade 

consumers used is ethos type. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the research findings. It was obtained some conclusions as follows: 

1. There were seven types of persuasive strategy used in the slogan 

advertisement, there are: rationalization (12 data), identification (10 data), 

suggestion (10 data), conformity (4 data), compensation (6 data), displacement 

(5 data), and projection (3 data). 

2. The way to persuade consumers in the slogan advertisement, there are: ethos 

(16 data), pathos (10 data) and logos (11 data). 

 

B. Suggestion 

1. The researcher hopes for the next researcher can find a new subject of the 

persuasive strategy such as in the classroom, court, politics, etc. and how it is 

applied. It can also find another aspect of the persuasive strategy not only use 

the types of persuasive t strategy and the way to persuade consumers. It will 

be more helpful to provide the knowledge to this study and can make a better 

research. 

2. For the readers or students, it can be used as a references in analyzing types of 

persuasive strategy in advertisement, speech, education, politics, etc. to get a 

better understanding and knowledge relate to persuasive strategy. 
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